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cestob:q9larranged at the previous nesting (see Cli #48) cue *Meer. 
on
C

was to meet agent at 1000 hours at Orallspioe ss safe apartment 26
• C	 willed at the apartment at 0955 hours and agent arrived

shortly theroarter. At is not believed that either agent or ease officer was seen
=taxing or leaving the safe apartment. The purpose of the meting * whioh lasted
115 sinntost sas to return agent's finished draft of the defection letter for one
minor improvements to determine any further developments in the blaokmail attempt
by Serie MEM and to check for any Author problems suoh as agent's recent SIMS
and dental trouble.

PRO3RESS

2. Rome
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3. Oa e officer told met that he had retyped agent's defection letter is
Russian and that the letter had bean thoroughly studied by case officer and his
superiors idle agreed that it th the =Caption of one niner point, the latter mas
very acceptable. Case officer pointed oat that this one minor improvement to be
nada nes that one sentare* should be inserted in the latter bridging the poor soo•
=sic and agricultural conditions in the USSR with a sufficient reams why the re•
sipient of the latter should defeat fraa the Red A. Case onion suggested that
agent add one sentence illustrating the suffering of his fellow countryman in the
USSR under the Communist regime and that the roaLpient of the letter is only siding
this outfoxing by reemising in the Red A. Agent said he would Mid the additional
sentence or two and return the letter at the next meeting.

Is. Agent also had AU him brief notes on an additional defection letter.
Agent had chosen for the theme of this letter the political and foreign policy of
the Soviet Government. ihnover in contrast to the first letter as outlined above,
this letter did conoentrate more heavily on the pure.ly patriotic these using Soviet

tisal and foreign policy as a brief basis for building this patriotic type
litter. QUM officer requested that agent write up these Weds in a draft foal and
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submit than at the next meeting. Cu. officer also emphasised that this letter should
concentrate more on the purely patriotic them.

PERSCSAL KAMM

5. Ow crater inquired About the health of agent's family. Agent reported that
his sibs ma oamolaiang of materna& ailment but added that he thought it was just the
usual feminine trait of complaining about imaginary ills. His daughter, be reported,
was in good health and bad been attending a local Austrian wheel and that she was
rapidly learning Oensan. Case officer remarked that this was a great benefit for
agent's daughter KUM when she grows up she will be able to speak Osman, *OA.
Madan and Latvian quite fluently. Agent reported that the operation an his sines
glands had token place about four days ago and the operation had turned out Beacom',
fully. as officer noted that agent's cheek was considerably swollen. Other then
that, agent reported that everything ma in good Maps and that ha vas quite mitts',
tied.

6, The remaioder of the meeting ma spent with case officer and agent speaking
English. Agent is still making very good progress in his ability to speak Meglith.
Cam officer asked agent if possible to procure a history of America in Haglieh and
that agent ;Meld start reading it. Case officer and agent mill *en discuss American
history to get in Anglia. Cam officer also asked that agent, if poised-Use Ahead
become aoqoadniWkiNith the American Constitution and the Declaration of Independent*.

7. Agent reported that he had heard nothing father concerning the bladkmail
attempt bp, Hari* 1,120110, Cue officer asked agent to be sore to report any new demmlnp■
meta immediately.

COAKINICUICII

8. It was agreed to meet again on 2 Hovmaber 1953 at 1000 hours in the urallepim
safe apartment.

AIMUSTUTIVE }ATMS

P. Agent was paid 4,210 ASS and 160 DK as his salary for October, At the pre-
vious meting agent bad requested that he be paid in Stibillings the $100 Mich is
normally deposited to his escrow mommait in the States. Be said he needed this wavy
to per fer the extra medical aven ges incurred by the dents]. operation. Themfores
no deposit of $100 will be rode to agent's escrow account for the month of Obteber.

Date of deport, 27 October 2953
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